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Abstract
One of the most important problems in image understanding is robust object detection.
Small changes in object appearance due to illumination, viewpoint, and occlusion can dras-
tically change the performance of many object detection methods. Non-rigid object can be
even more difficult to reliably detect.
The unique contribution of this thesis was to extend the approach of parts-based object
detection to include support for multiple viewing angles. Bayesian networks were used to
integrate the parts detection of each view in a flexible manner, so that the experimental per-
formance of each part detector could be incorporated into the decision. The detectors were
implemented using neural networks trained using the bootstrapping method of repeated
backpropagation, where false-positives are introduced to the training set as negative exam-
ples. The Bayesian networks were trained with a separate dataset to gauge the performance
of each part detector. The final decision of object detection system was made with a logical
OR operation.
The domain of human face detection was used to demonstrate the power of this ap-
proach. The FERET human face database was selected to provide both training and testing
images; a frontal and a side view were chosen from the available poses. Part detectors were
trained on four features from each view — the right and left eyes, the nose, and the mouth.
The individual part detection rates ranged from 85% to 95% against testing images. Cross-
validation was used to test the system as a whole, giving average view detection rates of
96.7% and 97.2% respectively for the frontal and side views, and an overall face detection
rate of 96.9% amongst true-positive images. A 5.7% false-positive rate was demonstrated
against background clutter images. These results compare favorably with existing methods,
but provide the additional benefit of face detection at different view angles.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
One of the most frequently researched tasks within the field of Computer Vision is that of
human face detection and recognition. The human brain performs both tasks effortlessly
and simultaneously, so even though it may seem that they are one and the same, detection
and recognition are actually separate objectives and may require different approaches. Ob-
ject detection is simply the act of determining whether or not an object is present; given an
input image the output of an object detector is a binary true/false answer. If an object is
detected, the related task of localizing the object within the image can often be performed
at low cost by inference on the intermediate data utilized by the detector. Recognition, on
the other hand, builds upon an object detector by determining which object is present by
separating the category into subclasses.
In this thesis, the specific application of face detection was targeted. Face detection is a
well-explored area of research, which allows new approaches to be evaluated on a compar-
ative basis to existing, known solutions. For generalized object detection, initially applying
a new methodology to a known problem can provide valuable feedback during the imple-
mentation process by illustrating the limitations with respect to a specialized approach.
Furthermore, human faces are always expected to be rigid geometric bodies with specific
features that are always present (though potentially occluded), which can be leveraged in
the form of assumptions about the problem set.
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The presence and locations of these specific features — e.g. eyes, nose, and mouth
in a face — lend themselves to a bottom-up approach to detection. In other words, if
these parts are detected, there stands to reason that the object is probably present. The
converse is also true: if an image contains none or few of these parts, it is unlikely for the
object to be present. If a parts-based detection scheme is flexible enough, the detection of
a partially-occluded object can still be successful, whereas a top-down scheme may have
more difficulty making an accurate decision.
Another common problem in the field of object detection is caused by the nature of
three-dimensional objects being projected onto a two dimensional plane. Since a true 3-D
representation is typically unavailable, it is hard to register matching object features be-
tween two different views. The job is even more complex when applied to more flexible
objects, as in the case of limbs on an animal. One way to combat this difficulty is to create a
detection system explicitly with the capacity to detect multiple views. Within a parts-based
framework, the parts for object detection can be selected to correspond to different object
pose angles. The easiest way is to separate the object detection into discrete views; for
example, a car detector might use headlights for a frontal view and wheel parts for a side
view. Alternatively, a more flexible model could use part detectors that activate for multiple
views — the same car detection scenario might utilize both curved contour detectors and
right-angle detectors for many possible viewing angles.
An object detection system leveraging these two important concepts — parts-based
detection and multiple viewpoints — is presented in this thesis. To introduce and establish
a comparative benchmark with other object detection schemes, it has been applied to the
specific task of human face detection. The following chapter discusses prior research using
these concepts, as well as introduces the two learning methods that were used to implement
the project. The structure and implementation of the system are detailed in Chapter 3, and
are followed by an explanation of the choices made while constructing and training this
2
system for face detection in Chapter 4. The performance results of the system are shown
in Chapter 5, with concluding discussion and suggestions for future avenues of research
presented in the final chapter.
3
Chapter 2
Background
Within the field of face detection, there are roughly two different schools of thought with
respect to the overall approach: feature-based and image-based. In [8], Hjelma˚s and Low
perform a very detailed survey of recent work in both directions. This thesis incorporates
a detection framework that is feature-based and uses part detectors that are typically used
alone in image-based situations. Thus, it is important to investigate both in order to assess
their respective strengths and weaknesses. Since many of the concepts used in general
object detection research have arisen directly from or are applied to the sub-problem of face
detection, focusing on that research gives a better understanding to the work performed in
this thesis.
2.1 Detection by Parts
It is commonly accepted that the human vision system works with the brain in a bottom-
up manner — selecting visually interesting areas and then focusing further attention on
processing these areas. Amit and Geman [1] have shown from a neurological point of view
that analyzing the locations and groupings of primitive parts is a feasible approach to object
detection. This process is important because it attacks a problem with potentially very high
dimensionality by focusing attention on small subsections of an image. The problem space
4
is immediately and drastically reduced, allowing for high-level approaches to analyze the
more elusive characteristics of object appearance. This methodology can be applied using
any of the low-level image operations and filters well-suited to the task.
The handling of these primitive parts can be performed in a myriad of ways, ranging
from performing an analysis based on prior expectations of the features’ locations to run-
ning a fully-automated part selection and training algorithm. In the former category is
research such as that done by Hsu et al. [9], which relied upon known facial characteristics
to detect the presence or absence of a face. They leveraged a skin detection scheme to iden-
tify skin regions over the entire image, and then used color-based eye and mouth detectors
to select these specific features. Using the geometric relationships of eyes and mouth in
conjunction with skin regions resulted in good results over a large number of photographic
scenarios.
A similar approach by Yow and Cipolla [34] used matched bandpass filtering to select
points of interest, and then applied Canny edge detection to select features which had strong
horizontal edge characteristics surrounding the interest point. Training data from hand-
picked features established “true” feature appearances, so the Mahalanobis distance of part
candidates could be used to reject differing parts.
In the middle ground lie processes that selectively choose the parts which best represent
an object. Viola and Jones [28] present a detector cascade that utilizes a unique image
interpretation called the integral image. This allowed them to easily search across multiple
scales for rectangular features that correspond to intensity differences. An example of such
a feature is the observation that the eye regions are generally darker than the bridge of
the nose. They applied AdaBoost to select progressively more complex detectors, which
were then chained together to gain computational efficiency. Most non-face images were
rejected by the early detectors, while most true faces passed successfully through the entire
cascade.
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A similar multi-scale approach to image representation is wavelet decomposition, which
splits a signal into component frequency bands while retaining locality. Schneiderman and
Kanade [25] have successfully implemented a parts-based technique that utilized wavelets
in object detection. They present two part-selection processes: one using probabilistic ap-
proximation and a second using AdaBoost to minimize classification error. The concept
of parts was even further abstracted, as they utilized a variety of operator types that could
select wavelet components from more than one sub-band based on locality, frequency, or
both.
Finally, there is the fully-automated approach to part-based detection as exemplified by
the constellation model initially presented by Burl et al. [3]. The key is the use of an interest
operator which selects potentially interesting image areas based on edges, intersections,
or local entropy measurements. This allowed for the use of parts which are relevant to
the human vision system, but may not have the contextual importance of features such
as eyes or the nose. Refinements [32] have leveraged an expectation maximization (EM)
framework to simultaneously learn the best parts and their generalized appearance.
Facial detection by parts is an active field due to its similarity to true human vision and
its structured, bottom-up methodology. Even though automated selection of parts is very
important for applying this approach to different object classes, expert knowledge was used
in this work to manually select the facial parts.
2.2 Multiple Views
One of the most difficult tasks within object detection is accounting for varying pose. Few
real-life objects appear invariant when viewed from a different angle: perspective, shad-
owing and lighting effects, object flexibility, and self-occlusion all make detection much
harder. Even the turning or tilting of a human face by a few degrees can cause perfor-
mance to decrease in less flexible models, yet compensating increases the potential for
6
false-positives and can greatly increase computational complexity.
One way of accounting for different viewing angles is to train a detector with all avail-
able views; this is the approach taken by Pontil and Verri [18]. Support Vector Machines
(SVMs) were trained with multiple viewpoints of object pairs such that they are able to
classify between the two while remaining invariant to pose. Performance was excellent,
even exceeding that of a similarly trained neural network, but the image database used was
quite artificial from the standpoint that there was little background clutter or variation in
scale. Yang, Roth, and Ahuja [33] made a direct comparison of the Sparse Network of
Winnows (SNoW) architecture to the SVM research, showing a decrease in computational
requirements while achieving slightly better accuracy.
In many cases, however, it is not possible to train with such a precisely captured col-
lection of images. Weber explained how to utilize the constellation model [3, 32] to train
models on a more variant dataset using statistical techniques similar to the “mixture of ex-
perts” method [31]. The constellation model and training framework were augmented to
allow a pool of parts, of which various subsets can be used to classify an image. By training
the mixing components in a competitive manner, a description of the model was learned to
automatically reflect the appropriate amount of multi-modality and commonality present
within the training set.
This approach is effectively a direct application of statistical techniques to a multi-part
model. Yow and Cipolla [34] applied a Bayesian network to accomplish much the same
task, that is, deciding on whether a face is present, given evidence regarding the presence or
absence of detected features applicable to frontal and profile face images. Their detectors
worked well enough to match a number of facial features from profile views as well as
frontal images, but their method would not generalize well to other object categories.
The implementation at the opposite end of the spectrum is to simply train one model per
viewpoint. An example of this would be Schneiderman and Kanade’s work on extending
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their parts-based wavelet approach [25] to be robust to multiple viewing angles [24]. They
trained two face models (frontal and profile) and eight viewpoints of cars (front to side
with some vertical variation). The disadvantage was that training sets must be manually
separated into subsets based on orientation.
By leveraging an image database with metadata including pose angle information, the
separation task discussed above is not so menial of a task. Much like the part detectors in
the previous section, the choice of viewpoints to be trained is done using expert knowledge.
Parts were chosen and trained from specific viewpoints so that they could collectively re-
inforce the presence of a face within the arbitration network. The methodology used to
implement this arbitrator is explored in the following section.
2.3 Bayesian Decisions
One approach that is particularly well suited to object detection and recognition is the
application of Bayesian networks and techniques. They have been applied to a wide variety
of tasks in machine learning because of their natural resistance to overfitting and ability to
incorporate incomplete data and cause-and-effect relationships [7].
Bayesian networks have been applied successfully to high-level applications such as
extracting semantic information from consumer photographs [11] and indoor/outdoor clas-
sification [10]. In [11], Luo et al. utilized multi-layer Bayes networks to incorporate the
output of a number of feature detectors, to determine which image regions correspond
to the intended focus of consumer photographs. Emphasis image selection was also per-
formed, in which another Bayes net was coupled to feature detectors and were then used to
determine the most appealing image from a set of similar photographs. Kane and Savakis
[10] similarly applied a simple Bayesian network driven by four detection schemes: color,
texture, blue sky, and grass. The posterior state of the root node in the network indicated
whether the photograph was of an indoor or outdoor scene with remarkably good results.
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The semantic content of video frames have also been successfully analyzed with Bayesian
techniques. In [27], Vasconcelos and Lippman extracted information about scene types,
finding attributes such as whether a particular frame established the setting or contained
action elements, a crowd, or a close-up. Conflicting hypotheses were effectively disam-
biguated by the modeling network, so sensor precision was not a critical factor in perfor-
mance.
Bayesian methods have been applied within the context of human face detection as well:
Rehg et al. [19] present a videoconferencing system that used a Bayes net to determine the
speaker. It incorporated a neural net-based face detector in conjunction with several other
features, including a motion-based mouth detector, so that the system could distinguish the
speaker if there were multiple faces present.
Yow and Cipolla [34] built face models from primitive components using two Bayesian
belief networks. The first network used constructed face landmarks, such as eyes, nose,
and mouth to establish whether or not a face was present. The second was a more complex
multi-layer network, which assembled these landmarks from primitive edge components
based on how well they matched a set of spatial relationships gathered from true face data.
Bayesian networks are an effective tool in managing complexity, and have proven useful
in the analysis of the intra-class variations of categories such as faces. Another advantage
to Bayesian networks is their “smoothing” effect upon incomplete data. This feature rein-
forces the collective power of part detectors without requiring that they detect parts with
perfect accuracy. The caveat using Bayes nets, however, is that a network cannot be simply
applied to an image. Bayes methods work on the probabilities of events; treating every
pixel as an event would result in a needlessly complicated and computationally intractable
model. Thus, some sort of preprocessing is required in the form of a feature detector or
first-stage classifier. The next section explains the strengths of neural networks in the task
of pattern recognition.
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2.4 Neural Networks
Neural networks and similar learning techniques are used to train models using algorithms
without feature extraction or analysis, but instead incorporate the object information im-
plicitly [8].
Examples of this approach include the research done by Osuna et al. [16] and Row-
ley et al. [21]. They applied the whole-image approach to object detection by respec-
tively training Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and neural networks using mid-sized (ap-
proximately 20x20) greyscaled pixel maps of frontal face images. This approach effec-
tively trained systems in a brute-force manner to recognize hidden patterns in very high-
dimensional data and to make classification decisions based on these patterns.
These two approaches to face detection both used bootstrapping, a key component uti-
lized in an earlier work by Sung and Poggio [26]. Training of pattern classification systems
with such high dimensionality is very difficult — to perform well, both SVMs and neural
networks require the application of training images that lie near the dividing hyperplane
between positive and negative classifications. The set of all possible images is extremely
large in comparison with the subset of all possible face images, which makes the selection
of negative classification examples difficult. Sung and Poggio attacked this problem using
an iterative technique paraphrased in Figure 2.1. This process was essential in the training
of neural network feature detectors for this thesis.
Whole image approaches typically downsample the face to a more manageable size.
However, although the human vision system can still detect faces at this scale (i.e. dis-
tance), a significantly higher resolution is available under more typical conditions. Surpris-
ingly, there has been little research into using neural networks or related architectures as
early-stage feature detectors. It has been demonstrated in [16, 21, 26] that a whole face
can be detected as a single feature with very high accuracy. Similar performance can be
achieved using individual facial subfeatures; just as the eyes and nose can be features of
10
1. Start with a static set of positive examples and a small, possibly incomplete, set of
negative examples in the training database.
2. Train the system with the current database of examples.
3. Run the detector on a sequence of random images. Collect all false-positives and add
them to the training database as new negative examples.
4. Stop the process if no more false-positives can be found, or the trained system reaches
the desired level of performance.
5. Otherwise, return to Step 2.
Figure 2.1: The Bootstrapping Algorithm
the face, the face can be a feature of a human body detector. A properly trained network
is more accurate than simple edge detection schemes and more flexible than a statistical
distribution.
The application of neural networks directly to the task of feature detection is not com-
mon, but existing research does show promise. The typical use for neural network feature
detection is to achieve attentive focus. Duchnowski et al. [4] constructed a tracking sys-
tem geared towards lip-reading and speech recognition with a multi-stage process. Neural
nets were first applied to locate a face within an image with skin-color cues; once the face
was found, a refinement step used neural nets to find the location and corners of the lips.
Finally, a multi-state time-delay neural network was leveraged to integrate the visual and
acoustic information for recognition of spoken phonemes.
Another approach to applying neural networks is for detection by parts. In [20], Rein-
ders et al. decomposed the human eye into four distinct “micro-features”, for an eye-
tracking application. A probabilistic postprocessing method was used to remove false-
positives by taking prior knowledge about the spatial configuration of the eye’s micro-
features and their relative distance and orientation. The use of this shape modeling in-
creased the performance of the eye detector significantly; the final system was able to track
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a moving eye to an accuracy of one pixel per frame.
Similar work was done by Schimmel [23] for the application of pose estimation. He
trained two separate systems that determine the presence of eyes and mouths with separate
multi-layer feed-forward networks. Detection worked by using the neural network as a
sliding window and passing it over the image to measure the response at all points. Even
without bootstrap training, detection accuracies for features were in the 90th percentile.
False-positive rates were between 5 and 10%, but did not cause any substantial problems,
because the face was assumed to always be present.
By using neural networks as feature detectors in conjunction with flexible Bayesian
decision networks, the final implementation has the capacity for excellent performance.
2.5 Applications of Face Detection
An important application of facial detection research is security. Detection systems may
be used as preprocessors for face recognition systems, which would be very beneficial to
surveillance applications. Law enforcement systems in the federal, commercial, and private
sector gather an overwhelming amount of video information, yet few systems effectively
exploit on-line processing for more than motion recognition. Active surveillance could
focus on individuals or groups of people and begin further semantic analysis for identifying
violence or recognition of wanted suspects. Another application of facial recognition is to
replace or supplement existing identification systems with biometric data. The literature
survey of Zhao et al. [35] discusses the field of face recognition in greater detail, as well
as provides a table of commercially available facial recognition systems.
Even without recognition, face detection systems can be applied in many commercial
systems. In [19], the speaker detection system was implemented with videoconferencing
systems in mind. By coupling automated cameras with face detection and localization, de-
termining the speaker becomes a much simpler task. The camera can then be automatically
12
focused upon the point of interest without human interaction.
Another common application of face detection is for use in content-based retrieval sys-
tems, wherein a database of images or video can be scanned for content based on various
criteria. The work of Rowley et al. [21], for example, has been applied to detect faces in
projects such as the WebSeer search engine [6], the Informedia video retrieval project [29],
and Name-It news video system [22].
This literature survey is by no means complete or exhaustive, but it still illustrates that
there are numerous ways to go about face detection. While the performance of some of
the detection schemes above approach 100% accuracy, few of them can generalize their
methodology to detect arbitrary object classes and still maintain such excellent perfor-
mance. The process presented in this thesis is designed to be applied in just such a manner,
and is introduced in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3
Part-based Object Detection System
In this chapter the conceptual construction of the final implementation is discussed, be-
ginning with a simple detection hierarchy and enhancing it to support multiple views. An
explanation of the part detectors and arbitration method follows. Next, there is an introduc-
tion to the third party libraries and packages that were utilized in the system, and finally
the full process of object detection is summarized.
3.1 System Architecture
The basic framework for a parts-based object detection system is shown in Figure 3.1.
Specialized part detectors scan an image to find the part for which they have been tuned.
The belief value or probability (if the detector is statistical) for each part is passed on to
an arbitrator. This arbitrator determines the likelihood that the object is present, given the
individual part probabilities. This structure is more suited for a single view, in which the
appearance is relatively constant.
Expanding on the basic framework to support multiple, discrete views results in a struc-
ture like that shown in Figure 3.2. The parts for each view are arbitrated separately, pro-
viding a belief value or probability to the final view arbitration stage. If the presence of an
object can be established by any of the individual views the arbitration can be performed
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Figure 3.1: Framework for Detection by Parts
by a simple comparison operation. Otherwise, if the views are competitive or mutually
exclusive somehow, it would be desirable that arbitrator be a structure that could leverage
any correlation between the responses of the view arbitrators to make a more informed
decision.
By tying multiple parts to specific views, rather than selecting a number of parts that
correspond to multiple views, hierarchical arbitration methods and structures can be used.
In this manner, the detection of parts common to one view avoids “competition” with those
in a second, which would result in a decreased overall chance of detecting either view. A
more in-depth experimentation with alternative view and part organizations is outside the
scope of this work, but some potential strategies are discussed in Section 6.2.2.
3.2 Component Implementation
Now that a structural framework is in place, the details of the functional blocks in Fig-
ure 3.2 need to be determined. Bayesian networks exhibit excellent “smoothing” capa-
bilities across incomplete datasets, as well as resistance to overfitting. Since it is a safe
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assumption that no part detector is 100% accurate, Bayes nets were chosen for view arbi-
trators, due to their ability to implicitly account for these inaccuracies. Bayesian networks,
however, are not well suited for part detection — this was a task best left for neural net-
works. Their potential for generalization and ability to support high-dimensional input data
makes neural networks a solid choice for use as part detectors.
As discussed in Section 2.4, neural nets have been widely used in detecting objects
such as faces. Breaking these objects into various component features allows for detection
that can account for occlusion over small portions of the object, without requiring that the
training set model all possible ways of obscuring parts.
The architecture used for each part detector is shown in Figure 3.3. The network is
a standard multi-layer feed-forward network with an input layer, one hidden layer, and a
single output neuron. The input layer for each part is implemented as an aperture, with
dimensions specific to the part size on an object at a reference scale. The neural network
is used as a two-dimensional sliding window — the network responses at each possible
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subwindow within the image are recorded in an activation map.
At this point, an assumption was made about the images being searched for objects
— only one object was assumed to be present in each image. This allowed a simple rela-
tionship between the activation map and the part presence to be established. The largest
activation value output by each part detector is considered to be representative of the part
detection, and is passed on to the view arbitrator. The detection scheme can still support
multiple objects, but the part detection will still only select the maximum value and provide
a binary response to whether or not an object is present. No other relational information
about the parts is utilized, but further discussion on introducing additional flexibility or
constraints on the part detection algorithm is given in Section 6.2.1.
Figure 3.4 illustrates a sample Bayesian network and how it would be used to arbi-
trate a single view; the actual selection of parts and views is discussed in Section 4.1. The
flat hierarchy and arrow direction indicates that the presence of an object within an image
“causes” the detection of the various parts corresponding to the object pose. The condi-
tional probability table (CPT) for each part shows that they are all treated in a conditionally
independent manner, thus the network is a naive Bayes model. A second design decision
made when using a Bayes net is the variables represented at each input node: an object
is either present or absent; as mentioned above, the neural network part detectors output a
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Figure 3.4: Bayesian Network for Arbitrating a Single View
continuous value. Since neurons with “squashing” activation functions are used for clas-
sification, the responses always lie between two constants. These values were discretized
into two events: part presence and absence. This is not only an intuitive split, but the
continuous distributions underlying neural nets are inherently unknown and thus very dif-
ficult to model. The state of a view detection is determined by making an observation of
the part states, and selecting the view detection that maximizes the network probability, as
calculated by inference.
Object Present?
View
Nth
View
. . .
OR
First
Figure 3.5: Logical Network for Arbitrating Multiple Views
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The final decision can be made in a much simpler manner, since the detection at dif-
ferent pose angles can never be evidence against the presence of the object. As such, the
final decision can be made with a simple logical OR operation, shown in Figure 3.5. As
long as any single view can represent the object and there is no destructive interference
between views, there is little additional leverage to be gained by applying a more complex
decision-making tool.
For example, extending the entire arbitration to be Bayesian could be done by noting
that the presence of an object can be explained by any of the views, so the top-most object
node joining the views would have a CPT based on the states of these views. The difficulty
arises in that this CPT does not utilize any of the observed evidence. It would be desirable
to find this CPT in a second training step after training the view portions; unfortunately,
separating the training steps uncouples the arbitration into discrete Bayes nets. If the net-
works remain joined, the other route is to build the CPT from ground truth information,
which is then identical to an OR operation except that there would be no entry in the CPT
corresponding to images simultaneously containing two or more distinct views.
3.3 Implementation Details
Several third-party software packages were used to construct the object detection system, to
save resources that would otherwise be used implementing and verifying tools that already
exist and are freely available.
The greatest benefit to ease of implementation came from the use of MATLAB [12]
as a prototyping tool. MATLAB’s neural network toolbox was utilized exclusively for
the backpropagation training of neural networks, while the image processing toolbox and
graphical interface design tools were leveraged to build an application with which a user
could indicate where the object’s parts were located in an image for training. However, one
of the goals was for the final system to be written in C code without substantial external
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dependencies, so any neural networks created in MATLAB needed to be exported to C
code.
The tool utilized for this task was the Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator (SNNS) [2].
After determining that SNNS networks operated identically to MATLAB neural networks,
a short script was created to translate MATLAB networks into the text-based SNNS format.
The included snns2c utility was used to convert the SNNS format directly into single C
code function using floating point math. The net result is that MATLAB neural nets could
be translated directly into C code. No additional features were used from this software
package.
Due to the simplicity of the Bayesian arbitration networks, no third-party tools were
applied to this stage of the process. In the initial stages of implementation, the Bayes Net
Toolbox (BNT) [14] for MATLABwas installed to verify that the process used to obtain the
inferred beliefs was correct, but it was not used for any other purposes. MATLAB scripts
also performed the frequency counting for training the Bayes networks and exported a C
header file containing a model structure. All that the C portion of the Bayesian network had
to do was discretize the neural network outputs and perform a table lookup to determine
each view’s belief value.
Before an image region can be applied to the neural network, a small amount of pre-
processing was required. Though the neural networks could be trained with color images,
humans can easily detect many objects in greyscale images, so it stands to reason that
color can be treated as redundant information for the initial stages of object detection.
Color could potentially be used later in the arbitration process. After the subwindow is
greyscaled, only one operation is performed: histogram equalization. Due to lighting con-
ditions, some features may lie in areas of shadow or glare, yet still contain important details
at low contrast. The goal of histogram equalization is to obtain a uniform histogram, and
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thereby improve contrast. Since only the localized contrast is important for feature detec-
tion, this process is applied to each candidate image aperture before it was passed to the
neural network.
After the neural networks have generated a set of activation maps for a given image, a
simple postprocessing step is performed. During initial experimentation, it was observed
that the trained neural network detectors were not perfectly accurate. They occasionally
output a high positive activation for an incorrect image region, constituting a false-positive.
The behavior was caused by areas of low-contrast information — after histogram equaliza-
tion, the resulting intensity patterns resemble one of the target features, causing the false
positive. Usually, none of the immediately adjacent input windows caused this behavior,
so this high activation value has no neighbors. This phenomenon could be expected: the
set of all possible input subwindows is many orders of magnitude larger than the subset of
inputs that should be classified positively, and the training set is not comprehensive.
To combat this problem, a 2-D low-pass filter was applied to each of the activation
maps. This was successful because the neural network detectors were sensitive to their
respective parts to within several pixels of offset, due to slightly imprecise hand-labeling
of features in the training set. This means that before processing, true-positive part iden-
tifications were typically blobs of high activation, while these random false-positives were
single pixel impulses. The low-pass filter was chosen over a median filter to prevent in-
formation loss. If a better-labeled training set were used, a smaller true-positive activation
area would have a higher chance of being filtered out by a median filter.
In summary, the object detection system works as illustrated in Figure 3.6. Given a
candidate image, several activation maps are generated — one for each object part. After
the image is greyscaled, all possible subwindows are extracted and their histograms equal-
ized by the sliding-window process. These subwindows are applied as inputs to the neural
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Figure 3.6: Object Detection System Flowchart
networks; the outputs are arranged corresponding to their inputs’ location, creating the acti-
vation map. A 3x3 Gaussian low-pass filter is applied to this activation map; the maximum
value of each part’s activation is then chosen and discretized to correspond to its presence
or lack thereof in the image. These events are used as evidence for the Bayesian network
arbitrators, and the most likely state of each view is determined by inference. The final
decision to determine whether an object is present or not is made by performing a logical
OR on the view detections.
Before they can be deployed in an object detection system, machine learning structures
like neural nets or Bayesian decision networks require training. An appropriate training
methodology must be applied using a database of examples selected in an applicable man-
ner. The following chapter introduces the training data and explains the process used to
produce a system that performs well.
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Chapter 4
Training Methodology
Up until this point, the discussion has centered around the operation of the final detection
system. However, these neural network part detectors and Bayesian arbitration schemes
require training. This chapter starts by introducing the human face dataset used for train-
ing and testing, and discusses which portions of this dataset are used. The following two
sections describe the procedure used to train the neural network detectors and Bayes net
arbitrators, and explain the reasoning behind the methodology used.
4.1 Part, View, and Database Selection
The appropriate choice of an image database for training is extremely important in order
to fulfill the goals set for training. Images obtained under too strictly controlled conditions
can give artificially good results across this dataset yet perform poorly under normal cir-
cumstances. If the database is not large enough to adequately represent object appearance,
the trained system will similarly not perform well. With these considerations in mind, the
human face database chosen for testing and training was the FERET database [15, 17].
This database is particularly well-suited for training the multi-view system described in
the previous chapter, primarily because it contains multiple viewing angles of human faces.
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Other strengths include the large number of different subjects; the dataset has good diver-
sity across age, race, and gender. Finally, the presence of color allows for skin detection
techniques to be applied, although the tactic was not utilized in this effort.
As the FERET database was chosen primarily on the basis of multiple views, it was
important to understand how these views were obtained. The images were captured without
a multi-camera setup, and after some visual inspection, it became clear that the implied
accuracy of some pose angles provided with the FERET documentation is not to be taken
at face value. For example, in theQuarter Left subset, the listed pose angle is 22.5◦, yet this
subset contains subjects who are turning no more than 10◦ and simply gazing left, as well
as subjects who have noticeably turned further than the 45◦ point. This would undoubtedly
add some robustness to the detectors’ sensitivity to viewing angle, but extreme deviations
from the listed angle were still discarded in order to encourage the detectors’ training to
specialize on the selected view.
Several other conditions under which the images were captured were not perfectly uni-
form in nature as well. The image dimensions are always the same, but the viewing area
of the image varied between showing the subject’s entire upper torso to only the subject’s
face and neck. While the background was roughly solid, the background color and illu-
mination direction varied somewhat over the entire database. Similarly, the subjects were
apparently given some leeway in their facial expression for the photograph. Though no in-
vestigation was made on the impact of such variations, it could be assumed that they were
beneficial and increased the detection power of the system across a wider range of human
facial images.
Although there were some two dozen different pose angles available within the FERET
image database, only two were chosen to illustrate the capabilities of the system. These
were the Frontal A and Quarter Left views, henceforth respectively referred to as “frontal”
and “side”; in the latter view, the subject was facing to the photographer’s left. The frontal
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view was a simple choice: it is the natural position for human interaction and photographs,
as well as the initial focus of all face detection research. Vertical symmetry can be exploited
in detection, in that the mirror image can still be detected as a frontal view by selecting
corresponding right and left feature pairs for any parts not on the symmetry line.
The choice of side view was primarily done by elimination. There are about a dozen
intermediate views (indicated by the FERET prefix of ‘b’ or ‘R’) that had significantly
fewer images than the others, which might cause some difficulty in training. Eliminating
these still left several other candidate pose angles. One of the key aspects of multi-view
detection in this work is to illustrate the ability for two different part detectors to be sensitive
to the same part, but at slightly different viewing angles. Selecting one of the Profile subsets
would obscure half the face; a lesser amount of turning would be better. That left two
categories of subsets: Quarter and Half views. The inaccuracies of the pose angle made
the selection simple — the same problem is present in the Half views, meaning that a
significant number of images in that dataset needed to be excluded because they were too
similar to profile views. This left the Quarter Left and Quarter Right subsets, of which the
former was chosen arbitrarily.
Frontal View Side View
Two Letter Code fa ql
Pose Angle (degrees) 0 −22.5
Number of Subjects 994 501
Images in Dataset 1364 761
Discarded Images 0 71
Images Utilized 1364 690
Table 4.1: Selected FERET Views
There are four parts that are most commonly associated with the human face detection:
the two eyes, the nose, and the mouth. Thanks to the choice of pose angles in Table 4.1,
all four facial sub-features are visible in both views, which illustrated how well the part
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detectors are able to discriminate between viewing angles. Typical face detection schemes
usually train a single eye detector that responds to both left and right eyes, and then apply
some sort of geometric constraint to distinguish between the two. In this thesis, however,
the eye parts were trained separately. This maintains the Bayesian requirement that all
nodes on the same layer must be independent, though at the expense of increased compu-
tational requirements.
Frontal View
Left Eye Right Eye Nose Mouth
Height 12 12 18 14
Width 20 20 20 32
Total 240 240 360 448
Side View
Left Eye Right Eye Nose Mouth
Height 12 12 18 14
Width 20 16 20 32
Total 240 192 360 448
Table 4.2: Neural Network Aperture Sizes
The aperture of the individual parts was chosen manually, so that each part would fully
fit into the neural network input window. The input images were scaled so that most parts
could be represented with 400 or less input neurons. The resulting faces had approximate
dimensions of 50 pixels high by 55 wide. Table 4.2 provides the neural network dimensions
for each of the parts. A small MATLAB application was developed for the task of gathering
the appropriate scales and locations for the two data sets.
4.2 Training of Part Detectors
With the training images determined and part locations selected, the next step was to train
the neural network part detectors. The goal of this training was to produce detectors that
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accept a small subwindow as input and output an activation value between zero and one.
Both random pixel values and structured non-part images should result in low output values,
while presence of the target part should cause a high output value. The occurrence of false-
positives is acceptable, but should be minimized. Table 4.3 contains a listing of the various
parameters that were used when constructing and training the neural networks.
Number of layers 3
Neuron activation function logsig
Number of input neurons See Table 4.2
Number of hidden neurons 64
Number of output neurons 1
Training function trainscg
MSE training goal 1× 104
Minimum performance gradient 1× 106
Number of scales searched 4
Scale factor increment 1.2
False-positive activation threshold 0.5
False-positives before retrain 250
Minimum false-positives 100
Table 4.3: Neural Network Parameters
The difficulty with this scenario is that although there are plenty of positive examples
in the dataset, there are insufficient negative examples. As discussed in Section 2.4, the
solution to this problem is to apply a bootstrapping process, described in Figure 2.1 in
the same section. This requires a database of “background” images that do not contain
faces or the facial parts being trained. To this end, the Background dataset [30] from the
Computational Vision Group at Caltech was utilized; it consists of several hundred images
showing a variety of cluttered indoor office settings as well as outdoor scenes with both
natural flora and man-made architecture.
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The bootstrapping process used here was very similar to that performed in similar ef-
forts [26, 21, 16]. The portion of the database used to train the neural networks was se-
lected, and the component parts were extracted, preprocessed, and added to the training set
as positive examples. To prevent an initial bias, an equally sized negative set was added
by taking random preprocessed subwindows from the training portion of the background
dataset. The neural networks were then trained using a standard backpropagation function
until they either met an optimistic MSE error goal or the performance gradient fell below
the default value.
After this was performed, the background images were scanned to obtain a corpus of
false-positive examples for addition to the training set. This was performed using a multi-
scale search: the window of maximum response for each neural net/scale/image combina-
tion were determined. The image search order was randomized each bootstrap iteration to
prevent bias towards any particular image. Any of these candidates which had an activa-
tion value above a predefined threshold was added to the training set as a negative example.
Once a sufficient number of false-positives are found, the neural networks were retrained.
This step was repeated until the number of false-positives fell below a particular threshold,
at which point the bootstrapping process was considered complete.
4.3 Training of Arbitration Networks
Once the individual part detectors were ready, the individual view arbitration networks
needed to be trained. The goal of this training was to “teach” the arbitration components
how to use the detection patterns of a view’s parts to make a decision about the presence or
absence of the object in the scene.
The use of Bayes nets allowed the inaccuracies of the individual neural networks to be
modeled inherently by the network itself. As it is near impossible to analytically model the
true performance of the detectors, the conditional probability tables (CPTs) needed to be
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determined experimentally. It is fundamentally critical to distinguish between the datasets
used for training the neural networks and Bayesian networks. Without this split, the view
arbitration would be basing its decisions on the activation values of the training data, and as
such would be artificially biased. A separate training dataset for the Bayes nets is more like
“real-world” data that the feature detectors have not yet have encountered, which would
cause the arbitration to behave more realistically.
Using these separate training images from both object-present and no-object-present
databases, part activation values were gathered for each. Although the detection was per-
formed in a multi-scale manner much like the false-positive detection in Section 4.2, there
are a few key differences. The bootstrapping method simply utilized the maximum raw
response for each part over every scale; the detection here searched for the best combined
response over all scales, using the maximum activation values after low-pass postprocess-
ing. The best collective response was determined by choosing the scale at which the sum
of the filtered activation values was highest.
Once the activation responses were collected for each image, they were used to deter-
mine event thresholds for each of the parts. After postprocessing, if the activation value of
an area exceeded this threshold, the part was considered to occur at that area in the image.
The threshold was determined by plotting a receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC
curve) for each part and choosing the optimal point — the threshold that was closest to
perfect true-positive classification with no false-positives. Applying these part thresholds
to the activation responses resulted in the part detection state for each corresponding image.
Since the true presence of an object was known prior to finding the part detections,
statistics were then gathered for each part in the form of CPTs. The probabilities for part
detection, given that the object was present or not, were performed by simple frequency
counting. According to the Bayes net used in these situations, the presence of an object
causes the detection of the individual parts; therefore, the probability that a part is detected
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will be high if the object was actually present, and low if the object was not. Bayes’ rule
was then applied to find an expression relating the presence of an object at a certain view
to the conditional part probabilities, as shown in Equation 4.1 for an arbitrary view.
P (V iew = n|RightEye = w,LeftEye = x,Nose = y,Mouth = z)
= P (n)P (w|n)P (x|n)P (y|n)P (z|n) (4.1)
For a given set of part detections, the equation was evaluated twice — once for each
state of the inferred variable. The corresponding CPTs for each part were substituted in
using the evidence provided by the neural network detectors. The view state that resulted
in the larger network probability was the view belief for the image. The final step was
to combine the beliefs to determine whether or not the object was present using an OR
operation.
This chapter described the various training methods utilized in this thesis, concluding
the introductory matter. The next chapter shows the results of training and testing the object
detection framework on the specific application of face detection, using a cross-validation
testing scheme to illustrate the power of the system.
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Chapter 5
Results
With the training setup described in the previous chapter, the detection system was trained
and tested using a cross-validation scheme. The three datasets — frontal, side, and back-
ground — were each divided into four equally-sized subsets. The neural network detectors
were trained using two of these subsets, and the Bayesian arbitration training and final vali-
dation testing were assigned one subset each. The image allocations are shown in Table 5.1.
All twelve unique combinations of set distributions were tested to eliminate bias towards
any particular allocation of training data, as well as to demonstrate how well the system
might perform in a less-supervised situation. Each view was trained separately, with the
same background subsets used for the bootstrapping and training steps, so that performance
against background data was not artificially boosted. As noted in most of the subsequent
tables, the results displayed are averaged from the twelve cross-validation runs.
Frontal View Side View Background
Detector Bootstrap Images 682 345 226
Arbitrator Training Images 341 173 113
Validation Images 341 172 112
Total 1364 690 451
Table 5.1: Dataset Partition Sizes
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5.1 Training and Performance Results
In Table 5.2, the results of training the individual part detectors is shown. Since the boot-
strapping process was halted dynamically based on performance against the training data,
the size of the final training sets may illustrate future performance. Clearly, the size of the
initial positive training set influenced the number of false-positives that are found, because
more positive training samples will require more negative training samples to create the
more complex boundary surface needed to separate the two classes.
Another contributing factor would be the “quality” of the data: whether the parts were
uniformly located within the network aperture, and how well they represented the part
to be detected. Finally, since the architecture of each neural network detector was not
tuned explicitly to each part, some would have higher discriminating ability than others,
and thus perform at a similar capacity with fewer training images. This was seen in the
nose detectors as compared to other parts within each view, and also by comparing the
two eye detectors in the side view. The noses consistently required fewer negative training
examples to exhaust the training set, while the right eye detector of the side view required
more examples than the left eye.
Frontal View
Left Eye Right Eye Nose Mouth
Positive Samples 682 667 682 681
Negative Samples 2322 2468 1835 2296
Positive/Negative Ratio 0.294 0.270 0.372 0.297
Side View
Left Eye Right Eye Nose Mouth
Positive Samples 311 311 311 310
Negative Samples 1440 1900 1431 1549
Positive/Negative Ratio 0.216 0.164 0.217 0.200
Table 5.2: Part Detector Training Samples (Average)
Now that the part detectors trained to a sufficient level of performance, the next task
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was to use the Bayesian training set to determine the arbitrators’ parameters. Each postpro-
cessed part response for the background and corresponding dataset images was determined
and used to plot ROC curves. The threshold value corresponding to the point nearest to
optimal (100% true-positive and 0% false-positive detection rates) on the curve was chosen
and shown in Table 5.3.
These values gave some measure of the ease of decision making that could be done,
due to the performance of the detectors, since fewer and smaller false-positive values in
the training set resulted in lower threshold values. A correlation between the bootstrapping
sample counts can be seen: a higher ratio between positive to negative training samples as
required to complete the bootstrapping process tended to produce threshold values that are
smaller.
Frontal View
Left Eye Right Eye Nose Mouth
0.5926 0.6097 0.5190 0.5605
Side View
Left Eye Right Eye Nose Mouth
0.3959 0.5290 0.3270 0.5096
Table 5.3: Bayes Net Input Thresholds (Average)
Applying these thresholds to the part responses discussed above results in a set of part
detections. The correspondence between each part and its associated view was found by
counting the frequency of detection with respect to whether the candidate image contained
a face or not. Conditional probability tables were constructed, as shown in summarized
form in Table 5.4. These tables reflect the performance of the individual part detectors.
Again, there is a correspondence between the previous step in that a lower threshold tended
to cause more frequent detection of true parts and increased rejection of false-positives. The
experimental part detection rates were realistic, reflecting that parts are typically detected
when a view was present, and not detected when the view is not present.
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View Frontal View
State P (LeftEye = T ) P (RightEye = T ) P (Nose = T ) P (Mouth = T )
F 0.0798 0.1079 0.0458 0.0790
T 0.8964 0.8624 0.9519 0.8663
View Side View
State P (LeftEye = T ) P (RightEye = T ) P (Nose = T ) P (Mouth = T )
F 0.0791 0.0924 0.0658 0.1145
T 0.9111 0.8560 0.9227 0.8449
Table 5.4: Part Conditional Probability Tables (Average)
The CPTs were then, in turn, used to calculate the belief that a particular set of part
detections indicated that an object was present. The values from Table 5.4 were substituted
into Equation 4.1, resulting in Table 5.5. The resulting beliefs for each view were added to
lookup-tables so that the system does not have to store the CPTs or evaluate the equations
to find the detection states. As not all cross-validation runs resulted in the same beliefs,
the view state for some part detection combinations was not always the same. The table
reflects this by showing the number of cross-validation sets that produced the most likely
view decision. In most cases, two or more of the four parts at any particular view indicated
the presence of the object. This was because the part detectors were good at both detection
of true parts and rejection of non-parts, so failure to detect parts was evidence against the
presence of the view. With this table computed, the full performance of the system could
then be measured with the testing set.
The validation process was to simply run the standard detection scheme, shown in Fig-
ure 3.6, on the validation images of each cross-validation set. At no point during each
cross-validation iteration were any of the validation images used to train the part detec-
tors or arbitration networks. The testing results illustrate the performance of the system on
images that it knew nothing about. In the final stage, the detection was simply a binary de-
cision between face and non-face; the average performance is shown in Table 5.6. Overall
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Detection P (Frontal|State) View Detection P (Side|State) View
State F T Decisions State F T Decisions
F F F F 0.72137 0.00012 12/12 F F F F F 0.69130 0.00016 12/12 F
T F F F 0.06258 0.00089 12/12 F T F F F 0.05927 0.00156 12/12 F
F T F F 0.08734 0.00071 12/12 F F T F F 0.07037 0.00093 12/12 F
T T F F 0.00766 0.00526 9/12 F T T F F 0.00614 0.00931 11/12 T
F F T F 0.03440 0.00203 12/12 F F F T F 0.04896 0.00185 12/12 F
T F T F 0.00301 0.01590 12/12 T T F T F 0.00420 0.01856 12/12 T
F T T F 0.00427 0.01194 12/12 T F T T F 0.00483 0.01077 12/12 T
T T T F 0.00037 0.09682 12/12 T T T T F 0.00042 0.11191 12/12 T
F F F T 0.06209 0.00067 12/12 F F F F T 0.08950 0.00091 12/12 F
T F F T 0.00527 0.00518 7/12 F T F F T 0.00767 0.00858 7/12 T
F T F T 0.00727 0.00394 9/12 F F T F T 0.00916 0.00512 10/12 F
T T F T 0.00062 0.03135 12/12 T T T F T 0.00080 0.05070 12/12 T
F F T T 0.00309 0.01190 12/12 T F F T T 0.00617 0.01021 10/12 T
T F T T 0.00026 0.10089 12/12 T T F T T 0.00053 0.10215 12/12 T
F T T T 0.00037 0.07230 12/12 T F T T T 0.00062 0.05892 12/12 T
T T T T 0.00003 0.64009 12/12 T T T T T 0.00005 0.60837 12/12 T
Table 5.5: Part-based Bayesian Lookup Table (Average)
detection performance is better than that of any of the individual part detectors, showing
the strength of Bayesian decisions in this context.
It was interesting to note that the side face detection performed slightly better on aver-
age than the frontal face detection, which could be expected by comparing the part CPTs
of each view. One explanation is that the perspective distortion of the side’s right eye was
detected less often in the frontal view. Similarly, the highly symmetric right and left eye
parts of the frontal view would both have a higher chance of detecting the undistorted left
eye in a side view. Each of these factors would result in slightly higher detection rates for
the side view and slightly lower rates for the frontal view.
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Detected Images Detected Percent
Dataset Non-face Face Non-face Face
Frontal Face 11.1 329.9 3.3% 96.7%
Side Face 4.9 167.6 2.8% 97.2%
Background 106.3 6.4 94.3% 5.7%
Face Overall 16 497.5 3.1% 96.9%
Table 5.6: Detection Rates on Validation Set (Average)
5.2 Benchmarking Results
The goal of this thesis was not to create a system capable of operating with real-time con-
straints; however, it became evident early in the development cycle that detection is not a
fast process. The GNU Profiler, gprof, was utilized to gather statistics from actual execu-
tion of the system, to get a better understanding where the CPU time was spent. Table 5.7
summarizes the flat profile of running the detection process on a 512x768 image. The
detection process consists of normalizing the image size to approximately 50,000 pixels
(0.356 scale for this image), and downsampling three more times by a factor of 1.2 at each
step. At each of the four scales, the eight part detectors are run; the scale with the best
overall response was chosen and used to classify the image.
The testing system was a single AMD Athlon64 FX-51 running at 2.2 GHz in 32-bit
mode with 1 gigabytes of memory. It was running Gentoo Linux 2005.0, and compiled
with the included GCC 3.3.5. As discussed below, the face system was compiled to only
use one worker thread. The table is averaged over 10 runs; only the results for the top 15
functions are displayed for brevity. The average execution time was 44.53 seconds when
gathering profiling information, and 44.15 seconds otherwise.
It was clear that nearly all of the system’s execution time was spent running the neural
networks. Since a dual processor system was used for cross-validation, a simple way to
increase throughput was to make an attempt to parallelize the operations performed. The
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function name percent time calls
image histeq 15.05 724548
side mouth 13.58 83430
frontal mouth 13.55 83430
side nose 11.87 90614
frontal nose 11.86 90614
frontal lefteye 8.40 93356
side lefteye 8.34 93356
frontal righteye 8.23 93356
side righteye 6.94 96392
nn image 1.58 724548
nn scanimage 0.21 32
image subimage 0.19 724548
actmap filter 0.09 32
image new 0.05 1449102
image free 0.03 1449102
Table 5.7: Flat Execution Profile
easiest place to do this was at the level of feature detectors, so that the neural networks
are scanned in parallel across an image to obtain a response for each of tens of thousands
of potential subwindows. The master thread launches a customizable number of worker
threads and blocks, waiting for them to finish; in this manner, the work is load-balanced
across multiple processors.
Table 5.8 illustrates the advantages and disadvantages of this improvement when it is
run on a dual 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon processor system with 2 gigabytes of memory running
Windows XP. The face detection system was compiled in Cygwin using the included GCC
3.3.3 compiler. The effect of the processors’ Hyper-Threading capability was also mea-
sured, since this causes each physical processor to appear as two logical processors. These
numbers are the average of running the full detection scheme 10 times on an image. While
the theoretical speedup factor of two (or even four with Hyper-Threading) was not obtained
in any scenario, the speedup obtained still provided an improvement over the baseline.
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Worker No Hyper-Threading Hyper-Threading
Threads Wall Time (sec) Speedup Factor Wall Time (sec) Speedup Factor
1 49.36 1.000 49.30 1.001
2 32.33 1.527 32.62 1.513
4 49.27 1.002 59.49 0.830
8 47.95 1.029 60.02 0.822
Table 5.8: Effects of Thread-level Parallelization on a Dual-CPU System (Average)
The reason that Hyper-Threading cannot be exploited was due to the nature of the im-
plementation. Even though each processor can run two threads simultaneously, the threads
have to share the same amount of physical resources. On this CPU, there is only one float-
ing point unit (FPU), so running two FP-heavy threads causes detrimental contention at
worst or no benefit at best. It is clear that Intel’s implementation of SMT technology can-
not help in the case of multiple threads running floating point operations, though workloads
of pure integer and or mixed operations should still benefit.
Determining why the two-threaded version of the program only achieves a speedup of
approximately 1.5 on the dual-processor system is a more difficult task without a finer-
grained breakdown of cache/memory accesses and context switching. When two threads
are run simultaneously on a dual-CPU system, the memory bandwidth available to a worker
thread is effectively halved, so memory-intensive tasks suffer accordingly. Additionally, the
thread utilization was sub-optimal: for each scale at which the image was scanned, a set of
threads was created, run, and destroyed. A more intelligent treatment would undoubtedly
have increased overall throughput for the program.
The last important observation to make from Table 5.8 is to notice that when the number
of worker threads exceeds the number of available floating-point units, performance suffers
— substantially more when Hyper-Threading is enabled. This can be attributed to the
combination of two attributes. Firstly, even without Hyper-Threading, throughput drops to
nearly that of the single-threaded case. If the two threads are accessing blocks of memory
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(e.g. the SNNS neuron structures) that are aligned commonly, whenever a context switch
occurs, these blocks will all have to be flushed from cache due to cache line collisions.
The reason that Hyper-Threading is affected even more is because there are two threads
active within the processor simultaneously, contending over the same hardware resources.
Cache line collisions can potentially happen far more often than each context switch —
these alignment problems could occur continuously.
Even with the speedup due to threading modifications, it still took a significant amount
of time to run the full cross-validation. On the same dual processor system, bootstrapping
the eight neural network part detectors took 12 hours on average, although this time could
be significantly decreased as discussed in Section 6.2.3. The training of the Bayesian arbi-
trators and testing the validation set both required the same amount of work, at roughly 8
hours apiece, nearly all spent gathering part activation responses from images.
5.3 Example Detections
To better illustrate the operation of the detection process, specifically the performance of
the part detectors, some sample images were gathered from several volunteers in the RIT
Computer Engineering Department. They are shown below in Figures 5.1 through 5.14.
The part detectors were run on the image, and activation maps were captured for each
detector after the low-pass postprocessing step had been run. The activation maps were
merged within their corresponding views, so that their spatial correspondence with the
original image can be resolved easier. The table below each set of images shows the max-
imum response of each part and its detection state after thresholding. The individual view
and final face detections are also shown in the table.
The strengths of the system, as illustrated by the example images, are first discussed.
Even though the system had never encountered these images, it performed reasonably well.
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Figure 5.1 and 5.7 both contain subjects with their eyes closed. As can be seen in the activa-
tion maps, the eyes are still detected. This robustness may be partially due to the presence
of training images with closed eyes in the FERET database, but more likely because eye-
lashes and a closed eyelid still maintain a brightness pattern quite similar to that of an open
eye. Another positive characteristic of the detection system is illustrated in Figure 5.11, in
which the subject has very low contrast in comparison to the background. The histogram
step of the part detectors removed many of the difficulties inherent in varied illumination
conditions.
The most obvious area where the face detection excels is in cases where the face is
detected even with some parts occluded. The subjects are manually using their hands to
cover facial features in Figure 5.5 and 5.8, while in Figure 5.11 and 5.12 the difference
in parts from the normal appearance, respectively caused by a beard and glasses, prevents
accurate part detection. In these cases, enough of the remaining parts were found that the
Bayesian arbitration could still decide that a face was present.
On the other hand, the presence of a number of false-positive part detections in some
images were the only reason that they are correctly classified. The tilting of the head in
Figure 5.3 causes significant problems, but since the right eye detector finds the left eye
and forehead illumination causes a false nose detection (also present in Figure 5.1), the
face is still detected. Similarly for Figure 5.5, the right eye again registers the left and a
mouth is incorrectly found in the hand. The horizontal finger pattern likewise causes two
erroneous mouth detections in Figure 5.8.
Using the results presented in the sections here, the following chapter draws conclusions
on the advantages and disadvantages indicated by the system’s performance statistics and
the example images here, setting the stage for future research and optimization efforts.
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(a) Original Image
(b) Frontal Response (c) Side Response
Frontal Side
Response Detected Response Detected
Left Eye 0.7195 T 0.0216 F
Right Eye 0.4867 F 0.0448 F
Nose 0.6897 T 0.0850 F
Mouth 0.9966 T 0.9905 T
View T F
Face T
Figure 5.1: Frontal Subject with Closed Eyes
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(a) Original Image
(b) Frontal Response (c) Side Response
Frontal Side
Response Detected Response Detected
Left Eye 0.9752 T 0.2277 F
Right Eye 0.8551 T 0.0121 F
Nose 0.8975 T 0.8700 T
Mouth 0.9998 T 0.9995 T
View T T
Face T
Figure 5.2: Subject Detected by Both Views
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(a) Original Image
(b) Frontal Response (c) Side Response
Frontal Side
Response Detected Response Detected
Left Eye 0.6090 F 0.0245 F
Right Eye 0.7874 T 0.0035 F
Nose 0.7825 T 0.6449 T
Mouth 0.0010 F 0.0251 F
View T F
Face T
Figure 5.3: Tilted Frontal Subject
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(a) Original Image
(b) Frontal Response (c) Side Response
Frontal Side
Response Detected Response Detected
Left Eye 0.8708 T 0.0065 F
Right Eye 0.7829 T 0.0028 F
Nose 0.0014 F 0.9508 T
Mouth 0.1372 F 0.6820 T
View T T
Face T
Figure 5.4: Side Subject
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(a) Original Image
(b) Frontal Response (c) Side Response
Frontal Side
Response Detected Response Detected
Left Eye 0.9240 T 0.0138 F
Right Eye 0.8708 T 0.2554 F
Nose 0.2860 F 0.6608 T
Mouth 0.9535 T 0.0323 F
View T F
Face T
Figure 5.5: Subject Occluding Mouth
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(a) Original Image
(b) Frontal Response (c) Side Response
Frontal Side
Response Detected Response Detected
Left Eye 0.8924 T 0.2669 F
Right Eye 0.7105 T 0.3585 F
Nose 0.6936 T 0.8151 T
Mouth 0.0219 F 0.7314 T
View T T
Face T
Figure 5.6: Subject Detected by Both Views
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(a) Original Image
(b) Frontal Response (c) Side Response
Frontal Side
Response Detected Response Detected
Left Eye 0.7790 T 0.5104 T
Right Eye 0.6406 T 0.0173 F
Nose 0.7747 T 0.3455 F
Mouth 0.7737 T 0.7257 T
View T T
Face T
Figure 5.7: Frontal Subject with Closed Eyes
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(a) Original Image
(b) Frontal Response (c) Side Response
Frontal Side
Response Detected Response Detected
Left Eye 0.9125 T 0.4573 T
Right Eye 0.0613 F 0.0033 F
Nose 0.0016 F 0.7436 T
Mouth 0.7888 T 0.9668 T
View T T
Face T
Figure 5.8: Subject Occluding Right Eye
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(a) Original Image
(b) Frontal Response (c) Side Response
Frontal Side
Response Detected Response Detected
Left Eye 0.7784 T 0.4484 F
Right Eye 0.8927 T 0.7872 T
Nose 0.8373 T 0.0026 F
Mouth 0.9884 T 0.0231 F
View T F
Face T
Figure 5.9: Frontal Subject
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(a) Original Image
(b) Frontal Response (c) Side Response
Frontal Side
Response Detected Response Detected
Left Eye 0.7387 T 0.0006 F
Right Eye 0.8734 T 0.2004 F
Nose 1.0000 T 0.9721 T
Mouth 1.0000 T 0.8534 T
View T T
Face T
Figure 5.10: Frontal Subject with Non-Frontal Gaze
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(a) Original Image
(b) Frontal Response (c) Side Response
Frontal Side
Response Detected Response Detected
Left Eye 0.7951 T 0.0085 F
Right Eye 0.7299 T 0.6011 T
Nose 0.9982 T 0.8243 T
Mouth 0.0900 F 0.0076 F
View T T
Face T
Figure 5.11: Bearded Frontal Subject with Poor Illumination
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(a) Original Image
(b) Frontal Response (c) Side Response
Frontal Side
Response Detected Response Detected
Left Eye 0.0041 F 0.0062 F
Right Eye 0.0487 F 0.4445 T
Nose 0.7879 T 0.1220 F
Mouth 0.7061 T 0.0049 F
View T F
Face T
Figure 5.12: Frontal Subject with Small Glasses
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(a) Original Image
(b) Frontal Response (c) Side Response
Frontal Side
Response Detected Response Detected
Left Eye 0.6878 T 0.0026 F
Right Eye 0.8767 T 0.0006 F
Nose 0.0049 F 0.1026 F
Mouth 0.0065 F 0.0089 F
View T F
Face T
Figure 5.13: Frontal Subject
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(a) Original Image
(b) Frontal Response (c) Side Response
Frontal Side
Response Detected Response Detected
Left Eye 0.0072 F 0.0180 F
Right Eye 0.0000 F 0.1710 F
Nose 0.0000 F 0.0455 F
Mouth 0.6923 T 0.0486 F
View F F
Face F
Figure 5.14: Undetected Side Subject
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While the bootstrapping process had accurate information about part location and scale,
such data was not made available to the remaining training and testing steps, because such
information would not be provided in a real-world scenario. A multi-scale search was
performed for every image, and the scale with the largest average maximum response was
selected to be the representative scale. Because the FERET database contained images of
a fixed size, some assumptions were made about the size of faces within the image, so
that image scale did not have to be exhaustively searched. Each of the candidate images
was resized from 512 x 768 pixels to a base scale having an area of approximately 50,000
pixels, or approximately a factor of 0.357 of the original size. Three additional scales were
created with bilinear resampling, downsampling the base scale by a factor of 0.8 at each
step.
Because of the high resolution data available from the FERET database, every candidate
image was downsampled. In real-world images, however, the parts that make up a face
might be present at an initial scale smaller than the aperture size of the part detectors.
Upsampling would be required to attempt a face detection, but it is difficult to tell how
well the detection scheme would work with less initial information available, and at what
point parts detection breaks down. A full study of this effect was not performed, but a
small experiment was done to provide a simple estimate. Sample face images with good
responses to part detection were scaled down by increasing amounts to illustrate effects of
initial face resolution on detection. The scales chosen corresponded roughly to extending
the 0.8 downscaling factor in the opposite direction to increase the image size. Five of the
sample images were tested: Figures 5.15 through 5.19 show the results.
The power of parts-based detection is evident in these images. Overall, they show that
as the amount of initial image resolution decreased, the individual part detection perfor-
mance dropped similarly. However, strong part detections in some images held out even as
the facial features became smoother, allowing for detection when other features had been
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lost. The performance is quite dependent upon the individual part quality in each image:
for example, the nose feature in Figures 5.15 and 5.18 is able to be detected reliably at the
largest scales tested. In Figure 5.17, however, it is the eyes that are best detected.
The smoothing effect of upsampling low-resolution data did not always cause graceful
degradation; some false-positive detections can be seen in Figures 5.16 and 5.18. In the
former, the right eyebrow and chin started being found by the mouth and left eye detectors,
although even at the lower resolutions it was generally not enough to exceed the part detec-
tion threshold. The latter image also exhibited a right eye detection in the chin area, which
became somewhat more prevalent as resolution decreased.
A more in-depth experiment into part detection characteristics at low resolutions is
necessary to demonstrate overall performance trends. However, these sample images in-
dicate that the chosen scale of the parts in this thesis may be larger than necessary. If the
neural networks can discriminate between features and non-features with data at approx-
imately half resolution, this may illustrate a better choice of the detectors’ aperture sizes,
which would in turn lead to significant computational savings. Interpreted another way, if
the detection process cannot reliably detect faces at upsampling factors past 1.5 or 2.0 as
demonstrated here, this establishes an upper bound on the scales to perform detection at in
a more exhaustive multi-resolution search.
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(a) Image at Base, 2.0x, 3.0x Scales
(b) Responses from Base, 1.25x, 1.5x Scales
(c) Responses from 2.0x, 2.5x, 3.0x Scales
Base 1.25x 1.5x 2.0x 2.5x 3.0x
Left Eye T F F F F F
Right Eye F F F F F F
Nose T T T T T T
Mouth T T T T T T
Face View T T T T T T
(d) Part Detections at Each Scale
Figure 5.15: Effects of Feature Resolution on Side View Part Detection
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(a) Image at Base, 2.0x, 3.0x Scales
(b) Responses from Base, 1.25x, 1.5x Scales
(c) Responses from 2.0x, 2.5x, 3.0x Scales
Base 1.25x 1.5x 2.0x 2.5x 3.0x
Left Eye T T T T F T
Right Eye T F T F F F
Nose T T T T F F
Mouth T T T T F T
Face View T T T T F T
(d) Part Detections at Each Scale
Figure 5.16: Effects of Feature Resolution on Frontal View Part Detection
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(a) Image at Base, 2.0x, 3.0x Scales
(b) Responses from Base, 1.25x, 1.5x Scales
(c) Responses from 2.0x, 2.5x, 3.0x Scales
Base 1.25x 1.5x 2.0x 2.5x 3.0x
Left Eye T T T T T F
Right Eye T T T T T F
Nose T T T T F F
Mouth T T T T F F
Face View T T T T T F
(d) Part Detections at Each Scale
Figure 5.17: Effects of Feature Resolution on Frontal View Part Detection
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(a) Image at Base, 2.0x, 3.0x Scales
(b) Responses from Base, 1.25x, 1.5x Scales
(c) Responses from 2.0x, 2.5x, 3.0x Scales
Base 1.25x 1.5x 2.0x 2.5x 3.0x
Left Eye T T T F F F
Right Eye T T T T T T
Nose T T T T T T
Mouth T T T T T T
Face View T T T T T T
(d) Part Detections at Each Scale
Figure 5.18: Effects of Feature Resolution on Frontal View Part Detection
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(a) Image at Base, 2.0x, 3.0x Scales
(b) Responses from Base, 1.25x, 1.5x Scales
(c) Responses from 2.0x, 2.5x, 3.0x Scales
Base 1.25x 1.5x 2.0x 2.5x 3.0x
Left Eye T T T T F F
Right Eye T T T F F F
Nose T T T T T F
Mouth F F F F F F
Face View T T T T F F
(d) Part Detections at Each Scale
Figure 5.19: Effects of Feature Resolution on Frontal View Part Detection
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
The goal of this thesis was to present an object detection scheme that takes the proven
tactic of detection with a single learning machine and decomposes it into several parts. It
was not necessary for the part detectors to all have a similar level of performance, since
their efforts were combined to reinforce each other as in a typical parts-based method.
Detection at multiple viewpoints was also possible by implementing view-specific detectors
and applying a sufficiently flexible arbitration method.
To demonstrate the power of this approach, it was applied to the problem of human
face detection. The FERET database was chosen to provide candidate images; a frontal
and a side view were chosen from the available poses. Part detectors were trained on
four feature from each view — the right and left eyes, the nose, and the mouth. Part
detectors were implemented with individual neural networks, trained using a bootstrapping
method; arbitration was performed using Bayesian networks. The final decision was made
by applying a logical OR operation to the view beliefs — if detection was made for any
view, then the face was necessarily detected.
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6.1 Discussion of Results
Using the FERET database for both training and testing images, a cross-validation exper-
iment was performed, the results of which are presented in Chapter 5. The final detection
rate averaged at 96.7% amongst true-positive images with a 5.7% false-positive rate against
background clutter images.
Most images experience very few erroneous part detections, but on a small number of
images, false-positives from multiple parts occur. Without geometric or spatial constraints
to discard them, they are passed to the arbitration stage and these images are incorrectly
classified as having an object present. The example images from Section 5.3 make two
points clear: firstly, that additional care must be taken when training very similar-looking
part detectors (such as the eyes), so to minimize the chance that they detect the same feature.
Secondly, although training against cluttered background images brought the part detectors
to a good level of performance, more refinement is needed to prevent false-positives against
naturally occurring illumination patterns. For instance, the positive training images could
still be used to find false-positive examples during the bootstrap process by skipping points
that are near to a true feature. Finally, false-positive detections in low-contrast noise — the
phenomenon that prompted the addition of the low-pass postprocessing step — could have
been solved in a couple different ways. Choosing the neural network structure sizes in a
more principled manner might decrease this occurrence, as would increasing the number
and quality of the training samples.
Table 6.1 roughly illustrates the performance of this method with other efforts within the
field of human face detection. If multiple performance numbers were available for the other
works, the one chosen was taken from the experiment with the most similar task. The three
image-based detection methods apply their systems to two very different databases: an
easy workload consisting of high-quality images with one face per image, and a hard work-
load with both low- and high-quality images containing multiple faces. In these cases, the
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performance against the former dataset was chosen, since it is most similar to the FERET
database; in fact, this is the database used by Rowley et al. in [21].
Model Detector(s) Arbitrator(s) Detection
Sung and Poggio [26] Image PCA Distance Metric Neural Network 96.7%
Osuna et al. [16] Image SVM Threshold 97.1%
Rowley et al. [21] Image Neural Networks Threshold 99.5%
Fergus et al. [5] Parts Gaussian Distribution Statistical Model 96.4%
Yow and Cipolla [34] Parts Edge Detection Bayesian 92.9%
View-Based Parts Parts Neural Networks Bayesian 96.9%
Table 6.1: Comparison With Other Face Detection Methods
The two most similar approaches to the process detailed in this thesis are that of Yow
and Cipolla [34] and Caltech’s constellation model [3, 32, 5], both parts-based algorithms.
Yow and Cipolla’s is quite similar in the respect that they leveraged Bayes nets much in the
same manner as done in this work, in order to arbitrate the detection of faces by incorpo-
rating the detection rates of individual parts. The parts themselves were constructed from
yet smaller components of primitive edge components and relationships. Their approach
only attained a detection rate of 92.9%, due to their reliance on edge characteristics of
the image. In the presence of varying illumination, their preattentive parts detection stage
had difficulty consistently finding the required features. This initial breakdown made it
more difficult to match candidate faces to the spatial relationships of their model, but the
Bayesian nature of their arbitration mitigated this somewhat. The approach was robust to
pose due to partial invariance of the edges with respect to viewing angle, although perfor-
mance dropped substantially to 80% with partially turned faces and 60% on profile images.
It is evident that the type of features selected would prevent their model from performing
on other object types without these specific characteristics. Lastly, Yow and Cipolla did not
characterize how their system would perform versus a background dataset of cluster, which
might likely contain a large number of edges that could be incorrectly interpreted as a face.
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The constellation model, on the other hand, utilizes statistical feature detectors that
are able to support more variation in appearance. With the inclusion of shape modeling
and automated selection of parts, their effort has many significant advantages. In addition,
research efforts utilizing the constellation model have trained and detected many different
types of object classes, demonstrating generalization ability. However, there is no explicit
support for multiple views as is present in this thesis. Even with the mixture model as
outlined by Weber in [31], the high amount of probabilistic automation in their training
process does not guarantee that part mixtures corresponding to different views will be the
ones selected for the model, since the training database has no such separation.
Overall, it is clear that the approach presented in this thesis performs in a manner com-
parable to other research efforts within the field of face detection, with minimal restrictions
that would hinder generalization. With the addition of a localization step and the ability
for multiple detections as described in Section 6.2.1, an even better comparison can be
made between techniques. This motivates future investigations to extend and augment the
system.
6.2 Future Work
As with any research work, the approach should be revisited to confirm and extend the
tools and methods developed. The object detection scheme introduced in this thesis was
intended to be for general application, but only a single dataset of faces was investigated;
determining the suitability of the approach for other types of objects would be a very impor-
tant continuation. A topic that could be confirmed with the existing FERET face database
is how well detection performs with more views, and with larger variations in pose angles.
The following sections discuss modifications that could be made to improve various aspects
of the system.
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6.2.1 Increasing Detection Performance
One simple enhancement to the training process would be to obtain a larger corpus of back-
ground images to bootstrap and test against. Although the several hundred images utilized
in this thesis initially appeared sufficient, a more varied set would increase the performance
of the trained detectors. To elaborate, the Caltech background set was obtained with a hand-
held camera on the Caltech campus, and contains both indoor and outdoor images. Aside
from flora in the outdoor images, no living creatures were present. The indoor images typi-
cally do not have a clear subject, because the goal was to capture “clutter”. A better dataset
would add more photographs with a better-defined main subject, images containing animal
or insect life, and pictures with more variation in the viewing position (i.e. straight-on vs.
top-down views) and scale (i.e. close-ups vs. long-range shots).
Another enhancement to consider would be to replace the neural network part detectors
with different structures, for the purpose of increasing classification performance or re-
ducing the computational investment required. SVMs typically perform better at machine
learning problems due to their resistance to overfitting, while contour- or edge-based detec-
tion approaches could improve detection on objects with a less-consistent appearance, but a
more rigid shape. Another method would be to find a statistical relation between the visual
appearance and some kind of multivariate distribution; approaches here typically reduce
the dimensionality of the problem with PCA, ICA, or other processes.
Finally, one of the most significant improvements to this scheme would be the integra-
tion of geometric information into the detection process. Even though it would be trivial
to implement simple relations onto a structure as rigidly defined as the part locations on
a human face, applying the same method to a human body detector that utilizes the po-
sition of the hands, feet, and head would be much more difficult. Such a modification
would ideally be an additional postprocessing step, much like the low-pass filter. It would
throw out a substantial amount of false-positives from the individual part detectors, so that
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the thresholds for view arbitration would be “harder” and provide more accurate beliefs
overall.
The simplest method to implement would be to determine the dimensions of a bounding
box within which all the parts must be detected, and find image regions of this size that still
satisfy the detection requirements. This one modification would both localize the object and
allow the possibility for multiple detections. More formal approaches, such as connectivity
measurements or statistical shape modeling, are needed for object types which have highly
flexible parts. Implementations must take care with extreme cases that can exist for part
detectors for things like manufacturer logos, texture patterns, and areas of reflective glare,
all of which may have completely random shape densities.
6.2.2 Increasing Detection Flexibility
One of the primary goals of this thesis was to create a system that would be easily modifi-
able to support a variety of parts and part allocations. While the detection architecture de-
scribed in this document is excellent at a number of tasks, additional discriminative power
can be gained by making the arbitration portion more flexible.
One of the simplest features to implement would be to support the detection of parts
at different scales. The current assumption is that all the parts are to be detected at the
same scale, which works well for faces with features that are all roughly the same size,
but breaks down when detecting parts with differing dimensions such as eyes and hands.
This improvement would reduce the aperture size, and associated computational cost of
detectors for “larger” features by searching at a different scale. Another benefit is that it
could allow attentive focus in which an object part may be a component within a larger
part, such as eyes within a face. Further extensions might include the learning of a size
parameter or distribution for each part, to account for parts that might vary in size within
an object class, like the difference between automotive wheels when considering the cases
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of monster trucks, tractor-trailers, and sedans.
These changes may not require modifications to the view-based hierarchy of parts, but
more complex detection scenarios are possible and would require the whole arbitration
process to be reformulated. The most obvious example of a more complex arbitration hier-
archy would be the desire to use multi-modal parts, such as eyes with and without glasses,
or the presence or absence of a mustache. A more robust approach to part detection would
train on features that span multiple views or perhaps all views, such as the characteristic
textures of leopards or zebras; detection might not follow any strict hierarchy of views. The
capability for multiple detections would be very valuable for detecting fingers on a hand,
or identical wheels on a car. All these possibilities can be modeled by a Bayes net, but each
scheme must be unique.
Instead of relying on the experimenter to construct a custom arbitration hierarchy, au-
tomatic structure learning of Bayes nets could be applied to learn the relationships between
parts without user interaction. A similar approach to avoid this would be to employ a
learning method to analyze any trends and correlations between part detections and au-
tomatically generate a vote- or rule-based arbitration system. It would act roughly as an
automated tool to extract expert system rules. In the other direction, the whole arbitration
hierarchy could be condensed into a single learning structure such as a neural network.
Regardless of the final result, the examples outlined above motivate further research into
more flexible decision-making schemes.
6.2.3 Increasing Detection Speed
The most noticeable drawback of the system was the large amount of CPU time involved
in scanning the eight neural networks across an image. Table 5.8 illustrated some efforts to
parallelize the program to decrease the time required, but only achieved mediocre speedup
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gains. Some additional modifications could prove useful, such as reducing cache colli-
sions by disrupting alignment of memory blocks. Compiling with a more sophisticated
toolchain could help as well; the GNU C Compiler used to benchmark the system is known
to generate executables that run slower than Intel’s compiler.
Finer-grained efforts towards parallelization, on the neural network-level, might be
worthwhile, but cannot be done using SNNS as an intermediary for automatic code gener-
ation. All C code generated by snns2c declares neurons as static structures; reentrancy
is prevented, and threads cannot operate in parallel using the same neural net. As SNNS
was only chosen to aid in rapid prototyping, this problem can be bypassed without sig-
nificant difficulty by either choosing a different tool, or implementing one from scratch.
If the latter route is taken, the generated C code could written to utilize BLAS libraries,
processor-specific SIMD multimedia extensions or vector processing units, or even to of-
fload work to hardware like a GPU or a custom FPGA.
The time required for bootstrapping could also be significantly decreased with a more
intelligent false-positive location scheme. The existing process selects the highest scoring
point for each scale searched from each image, in an attempt to minimize the number of
bootstrapping iterations. The majority of time is taken by this false-positive search, though,
instead of neural network training. An improved method would find all windows in an
image above the false-positive threshold. Thus, the first few bootstrap iterations will go
very quickly because it is easy to find false-positives with the initial, crudely-trained neural
networks. Progressive iterations would take more time, as the detectors improve.
Regardless of the efficiency of the calculations involved, in all of the tactics above,
the full computation must still be performed. Other architectural optimizations have the
ability to reduce the computational requirements. One strategy would be to merge the
neural networks — choose a common aperture size, and build the neural net with one
output for each part to be detected. The downside is that the part detections would no
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longer be conditionally independent, and would violate the Bayesian requirements of the
arbitrators. Furthermore, this would also require the size of the input aperture to be fixed,
which precludes feature detectors of different sizes being run at the same scale.
A tactic utilized by Rowley et al. in [21] was to increase the position invariance of the
neural networks by adding shifted versions of positive samples to the training data. Thus,
every possible window in a candidate image need not be visited; invariance of 5 pixels
in either direction allows for subwindow sampling every 10 pixels. Applied across two
dimensions, the number of apertures that need to be tested decreases by a factor of 100.
The disadvantage is that there would be much more reliance on the detector’s correctness,
since there would also be fewer data points by a factor of 100.
An intelligent strategy would be to add some simple preprocessing to the detection
process. In the case of face detection, a typical choice is to incorporate skin detection;
however, the image must be captured in color. This would throw out image regions which
contained no skin-colored pixels and only invest computation time on the appropriately-
colored areas. Another face-driven approach would be to apply some sort of segmentation
or shape estimation to find roughly circular areas that are consistent with a facial outline,
and to concentrate detection there.
A more generalized approach would be to apply a computationally cheap interest op-
erator. This is the approach of the Caltech work as shown by [3, 32]; they utilized general
tools like the Fo¨rstner operator or the Kadir and Brady interest operator to preselect regions
of interest as candidate parts. Multi-scale methods such as wavelet decomposition can like-
wise be used to provide attentive focus to certain image areas. There are many existing
works within the field of detection that can be leveraged for just such a purpose [4, 13, 20].
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Appendix A
Contents of Source Code Disc
A disc containing the complete source code for the detection system was submitted along
with this thesis. Also included are the cross-validation results, as well as the LaTeX source
and compiled PDF versions of the thesis manuscript and conference paper. The FERET
database cannot be redistributed without permission and similar consideration is given to
the Caltech Background database; other example images are included.
No substantial effort was made to port the C code beyond UNIX-based systems; how-
ever, it is all ANSI C and has minimal dependencies on external libraries. Training a new
system is more complex, as this process was done on a Windows-based MATLAB instal-
lation which had shell-level access to UNIX functions by placing Cygwin into PATH. As
some of these prerequisites are more difficult to fulfill, selected sources and precompiled
binaries for third-party software are included on the disc. More detailed documentation of
platform requirements and the build process is explained in README files in code/ and
its subdirectories.
README Help file containing this list.
code/ C source code.
code/matlab/ MATLAB source code.
docs/ Document LaTeX sources and PDFs.
tools/ Selected third-party tools.
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Glossary
A
activation map The result of applying a single-output neural network to an image in
a sliding-window fashion, where each possible input area generates a corre-
sponding output value., p. 17.
B
backpropagation A training technique for neural networks, whereby a training set of
input examples are presented to the network, and the network weights are ad-
justed such that the network outputs match the desired outputs., p. 19.
Bayesian network A directed graph of nodes representing variables and arcs repre-
senting dependence relations among the variables, that support probabilistic
and causal inference., p. 8.
bootstrapping A training methodology by which a learning structure is iteratively re-
fined by adding false-positive cases as future training samples., p. 10.
C
CPT Conditional Probability Table. A tabular collection of data relating the proba-
bility that an event has occurred, given a set of known event states., p. 17.
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cross-validation A statistical testing practice in which data is partitioned into sets;
multiple tests are performed by analyzing or training on one partition while
using the remaining sets to confirm the initial work., p. 31.
H
histogram equalization An image enhancement process that improves the contrast in
an image by redistributing intensity distributions with the goal of obtaining a
uniform histogram., p. 20.
Hyper-Threading Intel’s implementation of SimultaneousMulti-threading Technology.
See SMT., p. 37.
I
ICA Independent Components Analysis. A statistical technique for revealing hidden
factors that underlie a dataset. Similar to Principal Components Analysis, but
significantly more powerful. See PCA., p. 66.
L
low-pass filter A signal processing operation that passes the low-frequency portion of
the input, while dropping high-frequency information. Applied to an image,
this performs blurring or smoothing operations., p. 21.
N
neural network Amachine learning structure consisting of simple processing units that
emulate biological neurons by responding to a set of inputs based on inter-unit
weights., p. 10.
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PPCA Principal Components Analysis. A statistical technique for reducing the num-
ber of variables and detecting inter-variable structure by representing a data set
using orthogonal factors which represent maximal variance., p. 66.
R
ROC curve Receiver Operating Characteristic curve. A graphical plot of the relation-
ship between true-positive rate and false-positive rate as a function of varying
a single parameter., p. 29.
S
SMT Simultaneous Multi-threading Technology. A hardware enhancement which
allows a single processor to operate in parallel on multiple execution contexts,
in order to increase utilization of processor resources., p. 38.
SVM Support Vector Machine. A machine learning algorithm that utilizes structural
risk minimization to find an optimal dividing hyperplane between two classes.,
p. 10.
W
wavelet A family of signal transforms that maintain locality in both frequency and
space. Within image processing, they are commonly applied to achieve multi-
scale operation., p. 6.
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